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EdgeTier rapidly deployed their next-generation email and
chat technology to Yapstone. Throughout the deployment,
EdgeTier and Yapstone collaborated closely, and EdgeTier
fast-tracked a number of additional feature requests
specifically for Yapstone. 
EdgeTier's marketplace technology meant that many of
Yapstone's processes could now be optimally handled with
a significant reduction in the manual work required.
EdgeTier's fully integrated translation capability also
reduced Yapstone's need to hire and manage multi-lingual
staff, while the increased data availability and insights
meant that Yapstone's management team receive much
more detailed insights to customer and agent activities. 

Headquartered in Walnut Creek, California, with a customer support team based in Ireland, Yapstone are
a leading global payments company. Yapstone offer a complete payments solution for marketplaces,
and platforms that help their customers to increase revenue and deliver better margins. Yapstone
operate in a constantly evolving environment, dealing with sensitive payment-related queries. 

Who?

Impact?
“The EdgeTier

deployment was
completely painless.

EdgeTier took the
time to understand

our business in
depth.”

Peter Rowan - EVP
Internatioal and Global

Support

A more scalable way to deliver high-quality chat and email
customer care and to reduce the reliance on calls.
To reduce the time agents spent on complex manual processes
while handling marketplace queries that often involved both
customers and suppliers.
To reduce the cost of delivering multi-lingual support.
To gain deeper understanding of their customers and the
performance of their team.

Yapstone operate in a complex multi-lingual marketplace
environment which brought a number of challenges. Specifically,
Yapstone needed: 

Why Change?

But Wait, There's More!
EdgeTier and Yapstone have continued to collaborate
closely. Integration work into Yapstone's internal APIs has
begun, and EdgeTier's AI models are learning about
Yapstone's customer queries. These activities will continue
to increase the efficiencies of Yapstone's customer support
team and the data visibility of their customer service
operations.

“We operate in a
complex multi-

lingual marketplace.
EdgeTier's tech

allows us to simplify
our processes
significantly”

Caroline Bellew - Senior
Director Customer

Operations


